North Pacific Marine Life” by Ray Troll. From his studio overlooking Tongass Narrows in Ketchikan, Alaska, Ray Troll has made fish fun and evolution enchanting for thousands of fans worldwide. With scientific rigor, vivid draftsmanship and whimsical design, Troll
aptures the wonder and weirdness of the aquatic world, delighting children and biologists alike. He is also a longtime friend of the University of Washington who has collaborated with the Burke Museum and School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences. Washington Sea
Grant is honored to present Ray Troll’s homage to our underwater neighbors.
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If you live, work or play along Washington’s
coastal waters, Washington Sea Grant (WSG)
serves you.
WSG has been a leader in marine research,
outreach, and education for more than 45 years,
helping people to understand and address the
challenges facing Washington’s oceans and
waters. We work with people living within the 15
coastal counties and across the region on issues
as diverse as salmon conservation, tsunami preparedness, small oil spills and ocean acidification.

WSG is one of 33 Sea Grant programs across the
country, administered by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. We are housed
within the College of the Environment, on the
University of Washington’s (UW) Seattle campus
and maintain 12 offices throughout western
Washington.

From his studio overlooking Tongass Narrows
in Ketchikan, Alaska, Ray Troll has made fish fun
and evolution enchanting for fans worldwide.
With scientific rigor, vivid draftsmanship and
whimsical design, Troll captures the wonder and
weirdness of the aquatic world, delighting children
and biologists alike. He is a longtime friend of the
UW who has collaborated with the Burke
Museum and School of Aquatic and Fishery
Sciences. WSG is honored to present Ray Troll’s
homage to our underwater neighbors.
“North Pacific Marine Life”, colored pencil on paper,
22” x 30”, 1985, © Ray Troll. www.trollart.com
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